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   Characteristics 
           Urban utilities: strategic behaviour and corporate   
              organisation are closer to big providers (e.g. EON,   
            RWE) than municipal utilities, acting far beyond   
         the city boundaries in urban area.
            Multi-energy & full value chain: All urban utili-  
         ties comprise several sectors (electricity, gas,    
         water, waste, communication, public transport) &  
          cover production, distribution and retail of energy.
           Higher di�erences among utilites in one country  
         than cross-countries. 

 Switzerland Germany 
Share renewables 63 % renewable = 58,5% hydropower, 

4,5 % other renewables, 37% nuclear 
(BFE 2015) 
19,4 % (biomass, ambient heat, 
waste, biogas, sun) (2015) 

29 % renewable = wind, PV, biomass, hydropower,  
40 % coal, 13 % nuclear, 12 % gas (2017 BMWi) 
 
13,4 % (biogenic combustible, biogenic fuel, biogas, 
waste, etc.) (BMWi 2017, Umweltbundesamt 2017) 

- electricity   
production 

- heat  
consumption 

National energy 
transition policy 

No new nuclear power plants, 48’000 
GWh renewables in 2035, energy 
efficiency (-43 % energy consumption 
in 2035 compared to 2000) 

Nuclear phase out -> 2022, 60% renewables in 
electricity production -> 2035, energy efficiency 
(buildings, mobility) 

EU regulation  
 - 
Partially liberalised (clients > 100.000 
kWh/a) 

Unbundling for distribution system operators 
(DSOs) > 100.000 clients (= 10% of the DSOs) 
Fully liberalised since 1998 

- unbundling  
- liberalisation  

Turnover of 
biggest urban 
utilities in 2016 

EWZ+Energie360 Zürich (0,86 + 0,43 
bn) 1,29 bn, SIG Geneva (1,04 bn) 

SWM Munich (6,3 bn), Rheinenergie group Cologne 
(3,6 bn, 2015), N-ERGIE Nuremberg (2,9 bn, 2015) 
Mainova Francfort (2,7 bn), enercity Hannover (2,3 
bn 2015) 
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Motivation
           Urban utilities (large city’s energy utilities) 

are highly important actors in transition 
processes of energy systems - 

especially in federal states like Germany and Switzerland. They have a 
long history in providing large cities with electricity, heat, water, tele-
communication and often also transport. However, their role for the 
success of the energy systems’ transition towards more sustainability 
is hardly analysed. 

        Methodology & state of research
          A comparative analysis of the energy transition, the 
         situation and strategic behaviour of urban utilities in  
          Germany and Switzerland:

         • 20 semi-structured interviews per country   
         with experts from research and consultancies as  
         well as spokespersons of associations, ministries  
         & managers of urban utilities.     

         • Qualitative text analysis and qualitative mod- 
         elling to reveal and aggregate the �ndings for 
        utilities characterisitcs, challenges and strategies.

       • group discussions with 2-4 urban utilities in Ger-  
      many and Switzerland. Validation and discussion of  
        results with utilities, experts from research and consultan- 
     cies and urban utilities. 

State of research: 38 interviews conducted, analysis follows.

Theoretical background
The Triple Embeddedness Framework (TEF) by Frank 
Geels (2014) conceptualises �rms as triply embedded: 

 • In the direct economic task environment of their 
 industry (customers, suppliers,  competitors, etc.).

 • In the wider socio-political environment (go vern-
 ment, regulations, etc.).

 • In the industry regime (industry speci�c know-
 ledge, competences, norms etc.).

Factors from all embeddedness levels in�uence the 
�rms’ behaviour and trigger di�erent strategic reac-
tions, depending on the corporate learning progress: 
defence, adaptation, reorientation or recreation 
strategies. 

The TEF conceptualises �rms as interacting with the syste-
mic environment and allows to tackle both research questions
about systemic challenges and the �rms‘ strategic answers. Finally, it 
facilitates a better understanding of the utilities’ role in the transition.

Geels, Frank W. (2014): Reconceptualising the co-evolution of �rms-in-industries and their environments. Developing an inter-dis-
ciplinary Triple Embeddedness Framework. In: Research Policy 43 (2), S. 261–277. DOI: 10.1016/j.respol.2013.10.006.

Research questions
 • Which characteristics distinguish urban utilities 
 from other energy suppliers in the German and 
 Swiss energy sector?

 • Which systemic challenges are urban utilities facing in the     
 German and Swiss energy transition – on a socio-political, eco-   
 nomic, technological but also organisational level?

   • How are they strategically reacting to these challenges?

    • Which role do urban utilities play for the progress of the   
      energy transition in Switzerland and Germany?Empirical 

cases

Criteria for case selection
among the biggest utilites in CH /GER

city is main shareholder (more than 75%)
long history (no re-communalisation) 

pluraility in legal forms & 
governance structure 

The Swiss and the German energy sector
          

Preliminary Results
Challenges

Local city government ... city-owned infrastruc-
ture provider and service public idea (�nance public 
transport, swimming pools etc., be stable and safe 
employer, create income for city and implement 
energy transition policy).
 ... vs. international markets: embedded in Eu-
ropean market liberalisation, international compe-
tition and market price dynamics.
 Organisational change as common challenge: 
need to adapt to the market and private sector logic.


